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S Y N A P SE

It’s mobile, immediate, visual, interactive, participatory and trusted.
Make way for a generation of storytellers who totally get it. 

INSIDE THIS BRIEFING:

4DESPERATE QUESTIONS FOR NEWS

4ICEBERGS IN THE VISIBLE FUTURE

4STORYTELLERS IN OUR SOCIETY

4GENERATION C  

4REIMAGING AND REMEDIATING

This briefing summarizes
key findings from Media,
Technology and Society,
a multi-disciplinary research
project on the media landscape
conducted for professionals
engaged in strategies, research,
thinking, education, policy and
philanthropy related to the
future of  journalism and media. 

The future of news

                     



Conversations about the future of newspapers recall the story of John
Jacob Astor at the bar of the Titanic:

“I know I asked for ice but this is ridiculous,” Astor quipped when
informed the ship had struck an iceberg.

Ten years ago the captains of news saw the emergence of the 
consumer Internet as a way to defend and extend markets, reduce
costs and drive profits through synergies with digital media. I know I
asked for ice. They were also warned that the new technologies would
disrupt their markets, challenge their control, and create new competi-
tors. ... but this is ridiculous.

They should have heeded the warnings. The unsinkable ship has
steered smack into the Internet iceberg. It is leaking from a hole in the
hull, there’s structural damage below the surface, and the passengers
are manning the lifeboats. Things could get worse. Go to the bar and
order an Astor Cocktail.

A new wave of digital technologies and web services will enable a
generation of savvy storytellers. They will create content and transact
commerce through immersive experiences that make a newspaper
look like a sunken relic. More content will be available in more formats
than ever. It will be created, edited, distributed and shared by con-
sumers. Anyone can find what they want then act on it. A small sam-
ple of what’s ahead:

4A visual Internet, accessible on many devices, in which stories
unfold in a video so real that consumers believe they are there.
4Voluntary ads, each relative to a consumer’s wishes and desires,
delivered at desired times through all forms of communication.
4Personal news networks in which skilled editors, producers and con-
tent managers deploy multi-media to inform each other.
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FOUR DESPERATE QUESTIONS
ABOUT THE NEWS BUSINESS

OLD QUESTION: What is the future
of newspapers?

REALLY ASKING: Will editors and
reporters have jobs in five years? 

SHOULD ASK: How is a connected
society informed? What’s paper got
to do with it? What future are news-
papers and TV networks creating?
What story do they represent?

OLD QUESTION: What’s the no-kid-
ding business model for newspaper
companies?

REALLY ASKING: Do we really trust
this Internet thing?

SHOULD ASK: Which business models
enabled by the Internet and mobile,
digital technologies best serve an
informed, connected society?
Can news enterprises reimagine their
businesses?

OLD QUESTION: How do we make
money?

REALLY ASKING: How do we continue
doing what we’ve always done, main-
tain high margins, and control markets?

SHOULD ASK: What are alternatives to
the advertising subsidy? What business
models can capitalize journalism-based
businesses? What is the value proposi-
tion for new forms of journalism?

OLD QUESTION: From where will
journalism come?

REALLY ASKING: Do we really trust
other citizens with journalism?

SHOULD ASK: How will a generation
of  talented storytellers use multiple
forms of media to create and share
stories that are relevant to the citizens
of an always-on world?

TIP OF THE ICEBERG

More tools, more devices,
more creators, more content shape
a sharing society where everyone
competes for influence and attention 

                                        



HERO RELIGIOUS ECONOMIC 4 SOCIALDEMOCRATIC ENLIGHTENMENT

The myth that news media
think they represent

The myth that news media
actually represent
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MISSION

The storyteller
in society

COMMUNITY
TRIBES

STORIES

Intersections represent opportunity

VALUE PROPOSITIONS
IN ECONOMIC ERA
1. What is the economic
value of stories when
many citizens are expert
storytellers?

2. Who is trusted?

3. What does the story-
teller stand for?

BUSINESS
MODEL 4

Access to knowledge has been a defining story of civil society. Information technologies have historically redistributed access
and knowledge from controlling institutions to the masses. In the current epochal transition, knowledge and economics are
redistributed in a connected society with ubiquitous access to news and information. Privileged institutions are no longer able to
dominate markets by exercising control over them.

GROWTH AND PROFITABILITY
OPPORTUNITIES IN VISIBLE FUTURE

Between now and 2010, enabling
technologies and emerging consumer
behaviors will compel companies to
open content to consumer markets.
Successful enterprises will create lean,
transparent organizations that provide
content and transaction services
across digital platforms to an array of
personal, mobile information-commu-
nication devices. The closed and
proprietary media business models of
the past will give way to open models
that facilitate transactions in which
consumers create, compile, edit, share
and distribute content.

4400 million digital cameras by 2008, many embedded in mobile
communications devices, capturing and delivering life as it occurs.
4Pervasive media -- media everywhere -- with a dazzling array of
mobile applications for transactions, environmental sensing, wire-
less transmitting, and personal information management of records,
music, photos, research and data.

Consumers become the important storytellers of the era. They
trust each other. They become self-reliant on the stories they
create, skeptical of the stories created by “trusted brands” or
“trusted institutions.”  Although passive consumption of news will
continue, new forms of interaction will emerge. Even traditional
consumers will find ways to make content more meaningful.

To stay afloat, media companies must reimagine storytelling forms
to vie for consumer attention. They must respond to the conver-
gence of technological innovation with imagination. And they must
react to the consumer’s creation of content with awe and respect,

                         



Closed media

Innovative

Open media

Incremental
PRODUCT VISION VISIBLE FUTURE

AUDIENCE VISION

RETAIN

REAGGREGATE REMEDIATE

REIMAGINE

Media Center Matrix: Reimaging a future for news

REAGGREGATERS

4Disruptive technology & content
4Mass customization of content
4Capture time-challenged audiences 
4Niche players challenge established
media in specific markets
4Multi-platform multi-media
4Adaptive organizational cultures

RETAINERS

4Defend existing markets
4Passive consumption of content
4Controlled or curated distribution 
4Defensive culture designed to
shape rather than adapt to audiences 
4Protective inside-in position on
user-generated content and digital
rights management

REIMAGINERS

4Visionaries and early adopters
of disruptive technologies
4Create new delivery platforms
4Develop new content formats
4Emphasis on building changed
relationships with customers and
consumers

REMEDIATERS

4Ubiquitous immersive experiences
4Consumer content creation and
feedback loops
4Content customization
4Create variable values for content
4Transparency and trust
4Continuous business-customer-
consumer value chain
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Generation G captures the story
The Content Generation creates, produces, participates and
shares news and information in the connected society.  It cap-
tures life as it happens on digital cameras -- currently more
than 250 million, by 2008 an estimated 400 million on mobile
phones. Content spreads through global networks that allow
anyone to post news, thoughts, ideas, and images on the web.
The messages resonate and vibrate through multiple mediums
shaping always-on lives. Media multi-tasking is the generation’s
way to get through the day. Left:  HP’s ad captures the culture

THE FUTURE OF NEWS IS ...

4Bigger, glocal
4Accessible any time, any place,
through any device
4Transparent
4Participatory: a conversation,
not a lecture
4Edited for more, not less
4Funded through a variety of services
and access points 
4Reliant on social entrepreneurship
4Authentic. Trust is the new trust

THE FUTURE OF NEWSPAPERS IS ...

4Smaller in staff, format, influence,
attention, profits and margins
4Specific or niche, no longer mass
4Downstream from the Internet
4Inexorably linked to other media
4Explanatory, investigative and narrative

                                                                                


